
Rules Of The Club

In earliest years of a suddenly legislated NCLB, as I had driven back and forth to Central 
High – that old, traditional building well-known for its many years of a low-income, culturally-
different student service – frequently my attention had been caught by a commercial playing out 
on a local radio station; repeatedly I had listened as an advertisement endorsed a housing 
development now under construction in a neighboring community.  

Hoping to persuade those citizens who might be out there, sitting on the fence, 
contemplating the idea of a move, a judiciously selected and sweetly appealing woman’s voice 
promoted the benefits which one might enjoy by choosing to relocate into her attractively 
protected – and fully covenanted – community.  For example, this compellingly gentle voice 
stated, among the things never to be found inside her neighborhood?

Sagging pants.
As I walked daily into classrooms filled with a broad range of culturally-different, low-

income students and caught sight of their ubiquitously sagging pants – oh, I had no trouble 
comprehending this presumably pretty woman’s message immediately.

The art of excluding those who are not favored; the skill of separating out those who have 
been assigned to a segregated, lower status.  As a social process, it is hardly new; hardly 
unknown inside historical or political endeavors.  Nor is it an enterprise exclusive to any nation, 
race, culture, socio-economic level or protectively exclusive religious doctrine.  In modern days, 
however?

There is – well, something.  
Something different; something that has changed.  Something that has shifted, just a bit, 

in our über-contemporary, enlightened times.  Times that some, when referring to the actual non-
stereotypical inclusion of other-than-WASP (White Anglo Saxon Protestant) citizens in everyday 
life?

Have begun to label as a “post-racial America.”
There is, well, this little difference.  
The difference between putting your fully intended objectives of segregation right out 

there in public, clearly and obviously – posting them right up there in front as a harbinger of your 
intentions – or pretending, conversely?  That they are not actually there.  Hiding them.  Keeping 
them confusingly disguised but powerfully supported behind an intricately manufactured 
succession of smoke screens.

Historically, the rules of separation and exclusion in this country were clear-cut. Were, in 
fact?  Aggressively disseminated, publicly posted, and even unbendingly written  into an earliest 
naturalized law.  You knew, oh, you never had to wonder about it, who was wanted – and, even 
more unmistakably?  

Who was not. 
Carefully lettered and unambiguously posted signs openly delineated cultural 

expectations, making the intended levels of social status overtly clear (just in case you weren’t 
sure).  Signs stated plainly, and inflexibly, for example: “White” and “Colored.”  Sometimes?  
“No Dogs, No Mexicans, No Indians.”  Maybe? “Only Good People: No Negroes, Irish or 
Italians.”  Occasionally: “Chinese And Greasers Need Not Apply.”  Unmistakably posted signs 
were right out there, visible and explicit, for anyone to read.  Signs which not only admitted to an 
assertive exclusionary prejudice, but lawfully denoted racist boundaries, socio-economic 
expectations, and a nationally anticipated regulation of caste.



Country clubs, health clubs, social clubs – many assertively posted, as was considered 
both legal and permissible, immovable membership expectations: 

For Men.  
Although, unmistakably?  
Not Catholic.  
Nor (oh my) Jewish. 
Authors composing nationally disseminated books felt no compunction nor any sense of 

impropriety as breezily they referenced an immediately evident, right-out-there anyone-can-see-
it racism.  Unembarrassed and unfettered, they wrote about a social order which blatantly existed 
– recording a society which held visibly to an elitist power.  A society willing to base itself upon 
a notable legal exclusion; a society willing to openly recognize, and unconcernedly denigrate, its 
unwanted classes: niggers, injuns, wetbacks, nips, micks, kikes, yellow devils, dagos, 
pickaninnies, savages, gooks, chinks, wops, spics, spooks...

Ah, the list was clearly, and mercilessly, long. 
Decades after the legal segregation of races had been abolished; years after the rules for 

protecting an intentional social integration had become the nationally enforced law – although 
legally prohibited?  Racist intentions of segregation were still too often openly flaunted; too often 
a straightforward intention.  Inside the small town of a southwestern state, the dominant-culture 
teenager behind a fast-food counter took one look at the Latina traveling with our group and 
stated, simply and directly: “We don’t serve beaners.”  

And turned her back.  
Shocking, yes. 
Illegal, wrong, insensitive, inappropriate and enraging, yes.  
But – oh, so out there. So in your face.  

	
 Not at all hidden.  
	
 Not at all masked. 

Not, while the nation pretended otherwise, carefully disguised behind razzle-dazzle shell 
games and convoluted smoke screens.  Not heavily cloaked behind draconian quota-funded 
deportation laws; not strategically hidden behind the “discretionary” implementation of 
mandatory sentencing drug laws; not intentionally disguised behind pull-over-any-and-all-
suspects traffic laws; not painstakingly camouflaged behind warrantless edicts to stop and search.  

And?
Not strategically secreted behind a suddenly “compassionate” test-score-based 

accountability – a ruthless educational liability which, ever more assertively and ever more 
punitively, not only promoted but now actively permitted the endlessly destabilizing invasion 
into our nation’s lowest-income schools.*

*Four years after the sudden mandates of NCLB invaded our ninety-eight-percent non-White school, a social 
studies teacher known for her Civil Rights activism stood up at a faculty meeting and passionately explained that the 
punitive testing of socio-economically diverse and culturally dissimilar students was a divisively racist act.  As her 
argument sank in, not two minutes had passed before the vice principal in charge of testing took over the podium 
and, in belligerent don’t-talk-back tones, explained exactly how our school would now be implementing our two 
long weeks of an inflexibly retaliatory, state-ordered testing. 


